Synthesis and Characterization of Single Crystalline Hafnium Carbide Nanowires
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Hafnium carbide (HfC) is the most refractory compound known to mankind. A catalyst-assisted chemical vapor deposition method has been applied to synthesize contaminant-layer-free single crystalline HfC nanowires. The nanowires have diameter of 20–80 nm and length of several tens of microns. High-resolution transmission electron microscope images and electron diffraction patterns show that most of the nanowires grew in the <100> direction. Morphological and compositional analyses confirmed that the nanowire growth followed the vapor-liquid-solid mechanism. Field ion microscopy has also been used to reveal the surface structure of the tip of the nanowires.

I. Introduction

Hafnium carbide (HfC) is the most refractory material known to date with a melting point of 3887°C, which is higher than that of both tungsten (W) and graphite at ambient conditions. This metallic compound shows very attractive properties, including low electric resistivity, low work function, high mechanical strength, high chemical stability, and high wear resistance.1–3 The bulk form of HfC has been widely used to bear shock and structural loads and to resist high-temperature oxidation corrosion in extreme environments, such as in the nuclear fusion reactors and rocket engines.4–5 The fibrous form of HfC is often used as a reinforcement in high-temperature composite materials.6,7 Considerable efforts have also been devoted to applying HfC as cold field emission cathodes. It has been demonstrated that the low work function of HfC (3.1 eV) offers an electron emission with higher brightness and lower energy spread as compared with the conventional W emitters.8–10 HfC nanowires have large specific surface area, high aspect ratio, and extremely low dislocation density.14 It is therefore expected that the HfC nanowire filler-reinforced composite should greatly improve its mechanical strength as compared with its fiber filler counterparts. Moreover, the HfC nanowires can be utilized to produce electric-field-induced electron emitters or nano-electrodes. Although the synthesis of many other transition metal carbide (TMC) nanowires has been reported, no HfC nanowires have been successfully synthesized.15–17 We herein report a chemical vapor deposition (CVD) method to synthesize single-crystalline HfC nanowires with diameter in the range of 20–80 nm and length of a few tens of microns. We will also present structural characterization as well as the growth mechanism.

II. Experimental Procedure

In our experiment, hafnium tetrachloride (HfCl4) and methane gases were used as reagents. The synthesis is based on the following chemical reaction similar to what we have developed to grow rare-earth boride nanowires8–20.

\[
\text{HfCl}_4(g) + \text{CH}_4(g) = \text{HfC(s)} + 4\text{HCl(g)}. \quad (1)
\]

The reaction was conducted in a quartz tube furnace with diameter of 64 mm, which was evacuated to below 10⁻¹ Pa first. HfCl4 powders (99.95% purity; Sigma-Aldrich Japan Co.,LLC, Tokyo, Japan) was put in the low-temperature zone and evaporated before temperature at the central part of the furnace was raised to 1280°C from room temperature. A schematic illustration of the synthesis system is shown in Fig. 1. The vapor was carried into the reaction zone by the flow of hydrogen (H2) gas at a rate of 1 L/min. CH4 gas at a flow rate of 20 mL/min was then allowed into the reaction zone through a thinner quartz tube. The gases reacted on a graphite substrate on which nickel (Ni) nanoparticles with diameter of several tens of nanometers were dispersed as catalyst. Graphite was selected to reduce possible contaminations at such a high temperature and due to the presence of corrosive HCl gas. After the reactions completed, HfC nanowire forest was grown on the substrate. The substrate and HfC nanowires were subsequently examined using scanning electron microscopy (SEM; JSM-6500F:JEOL Ltd, Tokyo, Japan) at transmission electron microscopy (TEM; JEOL-2100F; JEOL Ltd), both of which were equipped with an energy-dispersive X-ray spectrometer (EDS).

III. Results and Discussion

(1) Morphology and Structure

Figure 2(a) is an SEM image showing a dense forest of HfC nanowires grown on the substrate. The nanowires are straight and of several tens of microns in length. The EDS
spectrum given in Fig. 2(b) showed that only Hf and C elements were detected. The atomic ratio of Hf to C is nearly 1:1, indicating stoichiometric composition of the nanowire. A small part of the substrate was cut off for X-ray diffraction (XRD) examination. The XRD pattern is shown in Fig. 2(c). The XRD result showed that the sample was mainly composed of graphite and HfC. There was also some HfO2 detected, which is attributed to the presence of O2 inside the quartz tube leaked into the system and reacted with Hf. Figure 3(a) shows the typical morphology of a single HfC nanowire, which has a thickness of 30 nm. The inset of Fig. 3(a) is a selected-area electron diffraction (SAED) pattern taken from the body of the nanowire, which clearly reveals its single crystallinity and growth direction. The reflections are all elongated into streaks perpendicular to the [100] lattice direction, indicating that the nanowire grows in the [100] direction. Figure 3(b) is a high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) image showing the surface profile of the same HfC nanowire. The atomically resolved lattice image also confirmed the [100] growth direction of the nanowire. In addition, the TEM image shows that the surface of the as-synthesized HfC nanowire is atomically clean. This is strikingly different from other transition metal carbide nanowires synthesized through other methods.15-17 A small number of nanowires grown in the [110] directions were also observed. Figures 3(c) and (d) show their typical morphology and HRTEM image, respectively.

(2) Growth Mechanism

In our synthesis, the nanowires are proposed to grow based on vapor-liquid-solid (VLS) mechanism, which was initially established by Wagner and is believed to be responsible for most of whisker growth. 21 In the VLS growth mechanism, the growth process is described in three major steps: (1) formation of catalyst droplets, (2) the catalyst droplets adsorb reaction product and reach supersaturation, and (3) growth of whiskers with continuous condensation of product on the interface. A hemispherical tip with a catalyst particle is usually taken as the evidence of this mechanism. However, few of the HfC nanowires obtained in our experiment ended up...
with such a characteristic tip. This is possibly because of the process of Ostwald ripening occurred during the nanowire growth—the catalyst diffused from the tip of the nanowire onto the side surfaces. As a result, only a few of the nanowires can be observed with a catalyst at their tip. However, in this case, the nanowires should taper or have an enlargement in diameter at the tip. In our samples, nearly all of the nanowires have tips with a uniform diameter. So, here we conclude that it was not the Ostwald ripening that led to the disappearance of the catalyst, but the HCl generated in our system. As shown in reaction (1), the etchant HCl gas was generated during the synthesis and can remove the catalyst easily at high temperature. After the catalyst disappeared, the growth rate would become very slow so that the growth seemed to have stopped even before we turned off heating and cut off the reactant gas supply. To identify the role of Ni as catalyst, we conducted the experiment for a shorter reacting time to terminate the reactions before the catalyst was etched away. For this experiment, most of the nanowires obtained had a catalyst particle on the tip as shown in Fig. 4(a). From Figs. 4(b) and (c), which are the EDS data collected from the tip and body of a single nanowire, respectively, we can observe that the tip contained additional nickel (Ni) and oxygen (O) compared with the body of nanowire, which only contained Hf and C. The O may come from leaks of air during the second process of synthesis. This observation led to the conclusion that the HfC nanowire growth followed the VLS mechanism and Ni nanoparticles acted indeed as catalyst.

### Growth Process

The whole growth process of the HfC nanowires is suggested as follows: At the beginning, HfCl₄ whose melting point is only 432°C evaporated quickly and the vapors were carried over by H₂ to the substrate and mixed with CH₄. In the high-temperature zone, the mixed gases reacted through a reductive recombination process, which is similar to the reactions between ZrCl₄ and CH₄ proposed by Nartaowski et al., given in the partial reactions (2) and (3) below:

\[
\text{HfCl}_4 + \text{CH}_4 = \text{Hf} + \text{C} + 4\text{HCl} \tag{2}
\]

and

\[
\text{Hf} + \text{C} = \text{HfC}. \tag{3}
\]

These two partial reactions lead to the total reaction given as reaction (1).

The intermediate product Hf and Ni formed alloys with a eutectic temperature lower than 1280°C according to their binary phase diagram. It is also possible that the catalyst droplet is an alloy of Hf–Ni–C. Then the droplet appeared on the substrate to afford a preferential site for precipitation of HfC produced in the atmosphere. When the droplet became supersaturated, HfC nanowire began to grow layer by layer. The diameter of the nanowire is governed by the size of the droplet. During the growth of the HfC nanowire, the catalyst droplet was not stable all the time and the state...
of the droplet determined the geometry of the nanowire as illustrated in Fig. 5(a), similar to the model developed for the droplet-nanowire system by Schmidt et al. for the growth of Si nanowires with gold as catalyst. As suggested by Schmidt et al., before the contact point of the nanowire body, the catalyst droplet and the gaseous phases around it should have reached a balance and the growth process consists of several equilibrium states. In these states, the forces reached a static balance among the surface tension of the liquid droplet, the surface tension of the solid nanowire, and the interface tension between them. As a result, the area of the interface shrinks continuously with the changes as described by Schmidt et al. and a ladder-shaped structure would form at the bottom of the nanowire, which was also observed on our nanowires as shown in Fig. 5(b). Moreover, if the growth process was disturbed by some factors difficult to control such as the turbulence in the reaction zone, the composition of the catalyst droplet might change and interrupt the balance to cause changes in the droplet. The new wetting condition would in turn change the horizontal interfacial tension to a vertical force. The HfC accumulated on the new interface for growth and therefore kinks appeared on the nanowire. On the other hand, if the nanowire stopped growing axially, epitaxial growth resulted by residual product gases could occur and result in some zigzag structure on the side surface. In Figs. 5(c)–(f), nanowires at different growth stages when the reactions were terminated are shown to present a continuous process producing a kink. Figure 5(c) shows a straight nanowire without kink. In Fig. 5(d), the catalyst particle turned to one side to have a new wetting condition for equilibrium. Figure 5(e) shows that the nanowire began to grow in a new direction and it finished eventually as a kinked nanowire as shown in Fig. 5(f).
ters and length of several tens of microns using a CVD method. Most of the nanowires are grown in the <100>-direction and having clean as-grown surfaces. The growth process followed the VLS mechanism and the change of the catalyst caused the formation of kinks. The nanowires have also been made into FIM probes for characterization of surface structure and their growth directions.
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